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CREATIVE DESIGNER.

SLIGHTLY BITTER DESIGNS CO.

hello!
Fresh out of University, I am an inspired and innovative
creator. I have a multi-disciplinary background,
predominantly in interiors and graphic design. I take a
keen interest in all aspects of design, and I love sinking
my teeth into a new surmounting challenge. With
substantial experience in the service industry, and an
abundance of knowledge and skill the design World, I am
eager to combine my abilities to commit to a full-time
design career.

wanna talk design?
07881637475
ebzdesigns@gmail.com

education
BA (Hons) INTERIOR DESIGN: University of Huddersfield.
Awaiting grade result.
UAL Extended Diploma in GRAPHIC DESIGN: Barnsley
College. Grade: Distinction
AS Levels - English literature & Language, Health and
Sociology.

10 GCSES A*-C, including Maths & English and Art, Media

and Film Studies.

software skills

work experience
VICTORIA’S SECRET: April 2016 - Present

Starting as a temporary generalist, working my way up to
being a bra specialist - I have gained countless work skills
and experiences. Although I generally work in the fitting
rooms, I have been responsible for conducting interviews,
cashwrap lead, heading up deliveries and store recoveries,
cashing up the tills and everything in between. My
favourite part is working on the night shifts, transforming
the whole look of the store in less than 12 hours. Leading
a team of people at 4am sounds tedious, but seeing the
perfect store at 7 makes it so worth it.

SLIGHTLY BITTER DESIGNS: Side Hustlin’

Alongside my part time work and University, I ran an Etsy
sticker shop designing bespoke custom stickers and premade themed sticker packs. Although I had to close this
down when my final year at University hit hard, I learned a
lot of new skills - especially about printing and packaging.

MCDONALD’S: 2014 - 2016
I worked at McDonald’s alongside college, where I attained
my initial working skills, such as: how to make coffees at
supersonic speed, un-break the flurry machine and take
two orders at once in the drive thru, along with many more.

awards
ORIGINS: Free Range Showcase - Truman
Brewery, London.

DESIGN ABILiTIES
TYPOGRAPHY
ILLUSTRATION
BRANDING & LOGO
INTERIOR VISUALISATION
RENDERING & SAMPLING
TECHNICAL DRAWINGS
PACKAGING
PRESENTATIONS & PITCHES
PRINT

personal attributes
Clean full UK driving license
Good time management for deadlines
Always looking to improve
Valuable team contributions
I’m a to-do list enthusiast
Maintain a positive outlook in stressful situations
Fast learner, keen to learn new softwares

